Clinical Radiology Case Presentation: Do’s and Don’ts
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Abstract
Clinical case presentation is part of daily routine for doctors to communicate with each other to facilitate learning, and ultimately patient management. Hence, the art of good clinical case presentation is a skill that needs to be mastered. Case presentations are a part of most undergraduate and postgraduate training programs aimed at nurturing oratory and presentation design skills. This article is an attempt at providing a trainee in radiology a guideline to good case presentation skills.

Introduction
Good clinical case presentation is an essential skill to be learnt by all medical professionals. A well-presented clinical case is not only a didactic tool for individual or group learning but also reflects one’s aptitude for clinical reasoning and competency in being able to obtain, process, and organize patient data. These attributes contribute to the ability to communicate important clinical details with other professionals to provide comprehensive patient care.

The art of how to make a succinct and clear clinical case presentation is a skill that needs to be ingrained into trainees during any postgraduate training. A good case presentation gives the impression of professional competence. In this era, radiologists are involved significantly in guiding the management plan of most patients. During tumor boards and multidisciplinary meetings, radiologists play a pivotal role in presenting imaging findings of a patient to treating teams to brainstorm together the most ideal treatment plan. Learning the art of case presentation will improve our communication with the referring team, whether be it on the phone or as a written report or while presenting in a multidisciplinary meeting.

One of the ways to develop good clinical case presentation skills is through regular practice of presenting clinical cases and their imaging findings, discussing the differentials, and narrowing down to the most likely diagnosis, after raising the various diagnostic challenges involved.

Many radiology conferences and continuing medical education (CME) provide an opportunity for case presentations to trainees. A clinical case presentation aims at involving the audience in the patient’s story. Perhaps most audience love to play “detective” and as they listen to a clinical case presentation, consciously or unconsciously; they are constructing a differential diagnosis. At the end, not only have they gone through the exercise of clinical reasoning trying to solve the patient’s problem, but also acquired or refreshed their knowledge about the discussed case. A succinct presentation and a confident presenter can drive home a learning point effectively.

The aim of this article was to chalk out a few strategies for especially radiologists in training on how to make a good clinical presentation.

What Defines a Good Presentation?
An ideal presentation is one that contains organized, coherent content that is presented crisply, adhering to the allotted time with an appropriate take-home message.
A simple “step by step” guide to formulating a comprehensive case presentation is as follows:

**Step 1: Finding the Right Case to Present**

Any case with a learning point is a good case to present. It does not necessarily have to be a rare case. A case can be of interest because it posed a challenge to diagnosis or management or if it is a common condition with an atypical finding, or unusual presentation. It is important to select a case in which imaging has played a role in correct diagnosis or interventional radiology had a role in the management. A case that illustrates novel approaches to known or common conditions is also an example of a case that can be chosen for presentation. Always be alert and on the lookout for interesting cases during routine reporting. Being prospectively involved with the patient will give the advantage of tailoring the imaging appropriately and to understand the various problems the patient is going through as well as empathize with the patient and family. These will contribute significantly in being able to obtain follow-up and hence in the overall completeness of the case. Get in touch with a senior or faculty who can guide you through the workup of the case.

**Step 2: Construction of the Presentation**

**Framing the Appropriate Title**

The title chosen should capture the attention of the audience. An intriguing title makes the audience want to hear the patient’s story. It can represent the system involved or patient’s presentation or imaging finding. The title must not give away the diagnosis. For example, a title should not state “case of neurofibromatosis.” It takes away the suspense from the presentation. A simple way can be with patient’s clinical presentation, for example, “an unusual cause of back pain,” while a title such as “bubble trouble” induces speculation regarding the case in the audience. This can be a title for cystic lesions in any part of the body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Five key steps to make a good case presentation—“SAILS” approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Analyze the differential by comparing the possibilities, narrowing down to the best possible diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Literature review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Summary and take-home message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SAILS Approach**

There are five main steps involved in making a case presentation that for the ease of quick recollection has been abbreviated as the “SAILS” approach (→ Table 1).

**Structure**

Introduce in a few lines the patient’s age, gender, and relevant presenting complaints and relevant active medical problems. Specific details such as occupation and region, may be included if it is relevant and will make your listener weigh diagnostic possibilities differently. Relevant history of the illness or treatment received may be presented. The important and relevant laboratory investigation needs to be highlighted (→ Fig. 1).

Making an outline is often the first step to be done. Please mention what was the working diagnosis based on clinical presentation. Do not present unnecessary information that will drag the audience through wrong paths or give misleading clues to throw them off the route to diagnosis.

When presenting radiological imaging, ensure to present it in the chronological order. If the patient has prior imaging done from elsewhere before he or she presents to you, this may also be presented. Always highlight its contribution to the working diagnosis or to the decision on the appropriate imaging to be performed. Never comment on inadequacies in the available images from elsewhere.

Relevant positive and negative imaging findings need to be stated with clear representative images showing the same.

---

Fig. 1 Slide without (A) and with (B) highlighting the relevant laboratory investigations that prevent the audience from not getting lost in all the information.
Analyze the Differential by Comparing the Possibilities, Narrowing Down to the Best Possible Diagnosis

Once clinical presentation, laboratory, and imaging findings are presented, the most awaited part of a case presentation begins, which is narrowing down the list of possible differentials.

Relevant imaging findings are presented with positive and negative findings that along with background medical knowledge contribute to the narrowing down of the differential diagnosis.

Present in a table features favoring or against a possible diagnosis. This helps the presenter as well as the audience to analyze various differentials and serves as a guide to arrive at the most likely differential. A tabular column is a crisp, easy to understand method to compare various conditions. Displaying each of the points in Table 1 after the other using animations may be effective in catching the attention of the audience.

A sample tabular column is illustrated in Fig. 2. One column can mention the points in favor and the next column mentioning the points not in favor of the corresponding differential diagnosis.

Integration of Clinical, Imaging, and Histopathological Findings for Final Diagnosis

Most importantly, integration of clinical findings with laboratory and radiological investigations and histopathological findings is key to arrive at a specific diagnosis. Treatment of the patient received and course in the hospital may also be integrated into this penultimate part of the presentation. A summary is a cogent synthesis of the information that reflects your overall thinking about the patient’s clinical and imaging presentation.

Literature Review

The review of literature adds to the educative value of the presentation. However, it should be kept in mind that a clinical case presentation is not the same as a seminar. Therefore, the review of literature needs to be brief and succinct. Its main purpose is to articulate the lessons learnt from this case and should illustrate how a similar case should be approached in future. It may contain points relevant to the incidence of condition under discussion, diagnostic challenges, approach to diagnosis, and broad management outlines. Always remember to add references at the bottom of each slide while presenting review of literature. Inclusion of case examples from journals or textbooks should be avoided unless there is a significant value addition without extending beyond the allotted time.

Summary and Take-Home Point

It is advisable that the features favoring or against a possible diagnosis be presented in a table. A short review of literature will draw attention to the incidence, diagnostic challenges, scope of imaging modalities, and recent advances.

Step 3: Go through a Checklist for a Good Clinical Case Presentation in Radiology

Always go through a checklist to ensure all points are covered in your presentation. Table 2 serves as both a summary and a checklist of what to do and what not to do in a radiology presentation.

Few Pertinent Tips

Slide Preparation Tips

The rule of thumb when it comes to making a slide for clinical case presentations is to keep it simple. Various presentation mediums such as PowerPoint and Prezi may be used.

Running title: It is prudent to have a running title (topic of presentation) on every slide. This would be beneficial to a person who walks into the presentation late after the introductory slides were presented and to some of the audience who may be only partly attentive during the presentation.

Formatting

For radiological presentations, a dark background with a light font is ideal. Font size of 28 is preferred; a font size less than 24 units should not be used (Microsoft PowerPoint). Choose a font that is crisp and legible on a computer screen from at least 2 m away. “Arial” font is preferable for academic and formal presentations as it is easy to read. Do not choose flowery

![Table 1: Differentials – GB wall thickening](image)

**Differentials – GB wall thickening**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gall bladder carcinoma</th>
<th>Xanthogranulomatous cholecystitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing irregular gall bladder wall thickening</td>
<td>Diffuse gallbladder wall thickening, mimicking malignancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No intramural hypo-attenuating nodules</td>
<td>Intramural hypo-attenuating nodules in the thickened walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHBD may be present</td>
<td>IHBD usually absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional lymphadenopathy seen</td>
<td>Regional lymphadenopathy less commonly seen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 A table comparing possible differentials is the ideal method to convey key points.

Good practices for an ideal presentation slide

- Font and background should complement and contrast each other: a dark background with a light font or a light background with a dark font is preferred
- Use simple fonts for a visually stimulating appearance
- Vary font color, use **bold** or *italics* for emphasis
- Bullets should always be aligned to the left

Fig. 3 Slide formatting: Good practices for an ideal slide.
or wavy fonts as they may be distractive. Let the font type and size be consistent throughout the presentation. Ensure that there are not more than four to five lines on a slide. Matter should be presented in points and not paragraphs. Bullet points or numbering may be used. Ensure that bullets are aligned to the left of the screen as they are easier to read. Highlight using a separate color or animation, the most important part of these points. The audience can be kept on their feet by creating suspense using nondistractive progressive transitions. Avoid using sounds during transitions.

► Figs. 3 and 4 show the examples of the do and don’ts of slide formatting, respectively.

Most importantly, a carefully created presentation should not have grammatical errors, typographical errors such as extra spaces or inappropriate punctuations. Avoid using all capitals unless it is an acronym.

### Images within a Clinical Presentation

It is preferred to have images on a slide with relevant text and labeling by the side. Relevant clinical photographs or videos add color to any presentation. If any clinical photographs are shown, ensure patient anonymity by covering the eyes (► Fig. 5). The dignity of the patient should be maintained. Always mention that consent was obtained from the patient for taking the photograph and using it for educational purposes.

Radiological images are indispensable in a radiological clinical case presentation. Images should be exhibited with care ensuring that anything mentioned in the corner of the images does not reveal patient identity. All images should be labeled appropriately. Complete label for an image includes an indication of modality and specific sequence of representative image. Findings may be highlighted by using arrows (► Fig. 6). Images when borrowed from a textbook, article, or a colleague should be acknowledged on the slide. This applies to data or any information as well. References should be included in the bottom of the slide when applicable.

### The Art of Presenting a Clinical Case

The above paragraphs primarily dealt with the content and formatting of the content to make a good clinical case presentation. But this is only half the challenge. The other half is delivering the presentation in the most effective way.

### Timeliness

Almost all podium presentations are time-bound. Most often, especially in radiological society conferences or
CME. 6 minutes is the time allotted. One effective way of presentation is the modification of the Pecha Kucha presentation technique where typically individuals are given 6 minutes and 40 seconds to display or explain their ideas or work. Pecha Kucha is a Japanese word that translates into “chitchat.” Traditionally, a presenter shows 20 slides, each for 20 seconds but various modifications are being used these days for business meetings, education, or even display of art and music. It is also believed that up to 7 minutes is the maximum length of time a listener can give active and undivided attention.

It takes significant practice and finesse to be able to tailor and complete a presentation within this time in front of an audience. Nobody enjoys a talk that goes beyond the allotted time and often the audience loses interest if it is too dragging. In a competitive setting, nonadherence to allotted timing can result in negative marking and hence not being able to achieve top positions.

Delivery of a Case Presentation
Fear of public speaking, also known as “glossophobia,” is widely prevalent. This fear can be overcome by extensive preparation, organization of your thoughts, and repetitive practice. Do not present too fast. Instead add short pauses between points. If the presenter has difficulty in the presentation language (e.g., English), make short sentences. Watch and learn from other experienced speakers how they present a talk. Imbibe the good qualities and avoid the mistakes they make.

Whenever you get a chance to present and discuss in a multidisciplinary meeting, utilize it as an opportunity to improvise communication skills.

It is important to appear calm and relaxed. Record your talk and listen to it, and evaluate it making notes on how you can improve it. Presentation in front of a mirror paying attention to facial gestures, body language is an option of practicing. However, presenting to someone who will be completely honest with you in their critique is better. It can be a friend, family member, or your faculty in charge. Presenting to someone you are comfortable with in the beginning will boost your confidence. Be open to their feedback.

Practice to be poised and present with clear articulation, proper volume, steady rate, good posture, eye contact, enthusiasm, confidence and to complete within the allotted time. Make sure that you look at the audience. It is important to not read from the slides and avoid using distractors such as “uhhs uhms and aahs” during the presentation. With each presentation practice, one becomes better than the previous time.

Preparedness for Questions and Discussion
An interesting case presentation always leads to a short discussion or questions from the faculty or audience. The presenter needs to be equipped with adequate knowledge about the case and the condition being discussed. It is important to read about the case and its background extensively. Always be truthful and avoid guess work while answering questions. Remember, you do not necessarily have to be able to answer every question. If you do not know the answer to a question, without wasting the time of the audience, indicate that you are not aware of the answer and need to read up about it.

Finally, at the time of presentation, be prepared if things go different from anticipation. Please ignore minor errors, and concentrate on the remaining presentation. One should not be distracted by technical glitches related to the audio or display. Checking the presentation compatibility with the audio-visual aid and having a backup storage of the presentation are essential. Do not express any unpleasantness regarding technical
problems. In case if there is shortage of time due to any technical problems, please switch over to the summary slide and do not compromise with take-home message.

**Conclusion**

A well-delivered case presentation will facilitate patient care, act as a stimulus for timely intervention, and help identify individual and group learning needs. Case presentations are also used as a tool for assessing clinical competencies at undergraduate and postgraduate level and serve as a tool for teaching. Regular clinical case presentations, under the guidance of faculty, should be incorporated into radiology resident training. We hope this review acts as a guideline that details what to do and what not to do during a clinical case presentation in radiology.
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